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National Council for Hotel Management and Catering Technology exam is taken for job opportunity in top 

restaurants and hotel in India. NCHMCT hotel management exam in 2017 will be a great opportunity for 

students who have the desire for working in hotel management field.  

This exam will let you learn the experience from the most reputed restaurants and hospitality centers in 

India. If you are looking to get a job in top hotels of India as a chef, manager and other hotel staff then you 

must take upcoming hotel management JEE 2017 exam.  

 

If you got pass in this exam then you will get a chance to work and learn in India’s most prominent 

restaurants. The staff there will be highly skilled and you will be able to share their experience with you. But 

that is all going to be happened if you clear NCHMCT exam with top ranks and get chosen for the job or 
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training. NCHMCT  Exam has subjects related to hospitality including cooking, Communication skills etc. 

An individual student needs to be perfect in these aspects to get good grades in NCHMCT exam.  

Below are some points described which are important for 

preparing NCHMCT Exam: 

To prepare for NCHMCT exam you must acquire the knowledge of foods and ingredients. If you are 

looking for a job of cook then you may have the full information about various ingredients that are needed 

for distinct dishes. Keep information about the nature of every ingredient which is used in cooking. 

NCHMCT exam will contain questions regarding to this and you can get Hotel Management Coaching in 

Chandigarh for clearing this aspect of the exam. 

Secondly you must develop your management related skills and information so that you can easily answer 

the questions related to management in Hotel field. For that you can learn how various mangers have 

encountered the distinct situations and how they deal with them on different occasions. 
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Learn English as this is one of the main subjects in NCHMCT exam. English is needed for you to interact 

with your customers and also is used in official manner to interact with each other so NCHMCT exam has 

this as one of the primary subjects. One must prepare for English vocabulary, English Grammar and 

Phrases making skills in order to prepare for NCHMCT exam. 

All these mentioned topics are covered by Delhi Career Group with their Best Hotel Management Coaching 

in Chandigarh. So if you are looking to prepare for NCHMCT exam then you must join them as they assure 

you well preparations and results in your favor. Moreover you can choose to self-learn all these skills but 

you will be deprived of the experience of retired professionals of Hotel Management field who are working 

as teachers in Delhi Career Group.  

So prepare with the best of the best and develop your skills to the best level. Delhi Career Group is your 

first and last choice for preparing NCHCMT exam in India. Join today and take a step in the race of being 

top professionals in Hotel Management field in India. 

About us Delhi Career Group 

DELHI CAREER GROUP is the best coaching centre, providing coaching for IAS/PCS , 

BANK Exam Preparartions, SSC Coaching, SSC – JE Technical Training, CA-CPT 

Examination, CLAT, LLB & Law Entrance Exams, NDA Training Centre, NAVY Coaching , 

AIR FORCE Group X, AIR FORCE Group Y, AFCAT, UGC NET Coaching Institutes, 

GATE, MBA, CAT, CMAT, MAT MCA, LEET Exam and CTET, PTET, PSTET, HTET, 

HPTET Exam. 

Contact us.  S.C.O 215-216-217 (First Floor), Backside Entry, Above Near ICICI Bank, 

Sector 34-A, Chandigarh. 08427339559, 07087785281,  
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